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Editorial

We bring this issue of the volume with the following described research. In the first paper on “Policy-
based Exception Handling for Service Processes” the authors Xue Tong, Ying shi, Wenjing and Wangquan-
yu to improve the the exception-handling capacity of BPEL process explored a policy-based exception
handling method for BPEL processes, and proposes a policy-based exception handling description language
WS-Policy4BPEH. They designed a framework to support the implementation mechanism of exception
handling process based on WS-Policy4BPEH.

In the paper on “Modeling Distributed Workflow Processes Using Extended Petri Nets” the authors
Mehmet KARAY and Arif Sari viewed that the Petri nets notation is used for representation of the main
routing constructs as well as for the workflow process. In the study they explained the model for four
main routing construct and the new construct interruption by using extended Petri nets.

In the last paper on “Design and development of temperature collection system on solid granular
beds” the authors Xin Lu, Jincao Chen, Dianjin Liu, Yaozhong Chen and Ke Jiang built an unsteady-state
heat conduction model describing the temperature change of the grains. In the network bus this system
can accurately measure the temperature field and real-time average temperature of the grains and
simultaneously transfer the temperature information to the computer terminals through the controller
area.

We hope the papers of this issue mark technical elegance and merit.
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